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Preface

A few words from the creators.

Here we are pleased to release our fifth generation IntelligentPad system, ‘Webble World 3.1,’ and this ‘Webble World User's & Developer's Manual’, which is focused both on trial use for evaluating this new knowledge media architecture that is fully compatible with the Web and for the extensive use in developing advanced Web applications and sharing such applications as shared components with other people for their further application development efforts.

Webble World 3.1 is a combined extension of the two- and three dimensional meme media architecture of IntelligentPad and IntelligentBox. Meme Media Laboratory of Hokkaido University has been conducting R&D efforts to develop a new knowledge media architecture that allows us not only to publish compound documents with or without embedded services and tools into a world-wide shared repository like the Web, but also to reedit any compound documents available from such a shared repository, through direct manipulations, and through composition of new compound documents for local reuse and for publication to the shared repository. The reediting of compound documents denotes the extraction and recombination of their visual portions to compose a new compound document with a new layout and new interoperability of the extracted components.

The compound documents accumulated in such a world-wide repository may work as genes to evolve their variety. They can be easily copied, which corresponds to the self-replication of genes. Their reediting by people corresponds to the recombination of genes. Some people may replace a component of a compound document with another to find out an unexpected functional effect. This may correspond to a mutation of a gene. Finally, they are subject of people’s evaluation. Some of them are frequently copied and reused, while others are gradually forgotten. This corresponds to the natural selection of genes.

Based on this similarity between such compound documents in a shared repository and genes, we named our knowledge media architecture ‘meme media architecture.’ This word ‘meme’ was coined by Richard Dawkins in 1976 [Dawkins 1976] to denote a cultural counterpart of a gene for focusing on the similarity between biological and cultural evolution.

Meme Media Laboratory has developed two different types of meme media architectures, namely, IntelligentPad architecture for two dimensional representation of contents, and IntelligentBox architecture for three dimensional representation of contents.

The first generation of IntelligentPad architecture used Smalltalk 80, and was released in 1989 from our group. Its second generation used C++, and released in 1993 from IntelligentPad Consortium member companies, Fujitsu and Hitachi Software in
cooperation with our laboratory. The third generation that was released in 2000 by a US based venture company, K-Plex Inc. in cooperation with us used C# and XML description of components, and was developed as a Web-top system and the forth generation, and just previous to the current, was fully available via any main web browser using Microsoft Silverlight technology.

For more details of meme media architectures, technologies, and applications, we recommend the following book (Tanaka 2003) as your reference:


Webble World is designed and developed based on this long history of our R&D experience. It is a Web-top system, requiring no need to install any client kernel in each PC, fully implementing the philosophy and architecture of meme media, fully upper compatible with the current-state-of-the-art of Web technologies, and enabling us to deal not only with any visual functional component with a canvas, but also any graphical functional object without a canvas. The last feature allows us to edit graphics as a compound object composed with graphical and functional primitive objects.

We will very much appreciate if you will participate in our activity to collaboratively improve and enrich this Webble World 3.1, and to explore new areas and new ways of its applications, by exchanging and sharing our ideas and achievements. We have recently just released the latest fresh update of Webble World 3.1 over the Web, the primary meeting plaza in the Webble Universe. We welcome you to visit this page, and to enjoy playing in this new universe of experience.

March 14th, 2014

Meme Media Project Leader and Chief Architect
Director of Meme Media Laboratory
Prof. Yuzuru Tanaka

Webble Chief System Developer
Micke Nicander Kuwahara
Introduction

Get to know what a Webble is and what it can do for you as a knowledge seeking, culture sharing, thought mongering Internet user.

Internet is the place where everything merges together, every thought, every dream every face. It’s where you find our history our present and our future. It’s the place where every voice may be heard and every idea may find a follower. It is there that so much begins and nothing ever ends. Internet is the steppingstone and platform for freedom in any form and shape. It’s there where we share and communicate the knowledge of our universe. It is the universe within the universe.

But as our understanding of culture and knowledge sharing gains, the need for new, more open and more powerful tools emerges, tools that fulfill our need to build and communicate, the need to be inspired and further inspire others, the need to develop and change, edit and contribute. A tool that helps each and every one of us realize that the only thing that is constant is our desire to evolve.

A tool like that needs to allow all types of users to participate, from any background and with any sets of skills. It needs to be open and free so it may evolve and grow alongside the rich source of knowledge it is carrying. It should be easy to access from anywhere in the world and it should adapt to our every need with only one internal goal; to share the collected minds of us all.

Nothing is ever finished, and what will be shown to you within this document is not any exception, but it has definitely begun, right here and right now with The World of Webbles.

What is a Webble?
Webble is the acronym of the word WEB-PEBBLE, where the WEB part is of course just an indication where these Webbles operate and PEBBLE stands for Pad Enhanced Building Block Lifelike Entity. So what does Pad Enhanced mean? It means that the Webble Architecture is based on the IntelligentPad Architecture designed at the Meme Media laboratory at Hokkaido University by Professor Yuzuru Tanaka which regards knowledge media for editing, distributing and managing intellectual resources. The scope for this document is not to explain what an IntelligentPad is, so for deeper understanding
on that subject I must point you in the direction of Professor Tanaka’s book (Tanaka 2003) found in the bibliography at the end.

So basically a Webble is an IntelligentPad with some additional functionality and enhanced features, within the framework of IntelligentPad architectural design, which exists and operates in an Internet browser over the Web.

Webbles also have the potential to evolve naturally into an IntelligentBox (3D version of an IntelligentPad) without any major change in the current working Webble World 3.1 System. That possibility comes from the fact that the visualization and user interaction of a Webble is built with the latest web technology of HTML5 and fully uses the power of that technology as it becomes even more powerful with every iteration.

But what are Webbles, really?
They are primitive standalone objects of versatile shape and usage capabilities that can be loaded inside a Webble World 3.1 System running on an Internet server via a browser and then manipulated by the user to look and behave in any way the user wants. These Webbles can then be combined into complex compound Webbles, where each Webble communicates with the others via slot connections and can then create more advanced behaviors. Many Compound Webbles may also be combined into applications. These creations done by single users can be saved and later loaded by other web users who can use them or edit them and resave them into new creations. Only imagination is the limit of what you may create and share with Webbles and how they can be used.

Who makes primitive Webbles?
Webbles templates (aka prototypes) are created by anyone with basic web developing skills, using HTML, JavaScript and CSS, preferably with the integrated JavaScript-based system framework of AngularJS, using the provided Webble Element template skeleton. A Webble may be easily manufactured within an hour and contain only some basic behaviors and usage points or it may be a venture for a group of developers to develop an extremely powerful Webble with many versatile tricks up its sleeve. It is all up to the developer and what he or she wants the Webble to be able to do. Finished Webble-templates are then published to the public for download, and as the number of Webble developers grows the number of available Webbles grows even more. The future is wide open for the Webble developers to create new Webbles prototypes and easily add them for use in the online Webble Repositories.

What do you do with all these primitive Webbles?
As an Internet user you surf to a Webble World page and there you find this vast sea of Webbles just waiting for you to load into the browser and then use them. In a not too long future, you will probably even be able to google for Webbles as any other online information. There might be plain text Webbles, image Webbles or button Webbles or more complex ones like database communication Webbles, Web clip Webbles and 2DGameSprite Webbles. As the user grabs hold of them into his or her browser he can
start filling them with his imagination. They can be combined into more complex compound Webbles that solve some specific tasks and when they are done they may be saved and shared with the rest of the world. Also compound Webbles may be further edited and combined into some real serious web applications. So no matter if you just want to share a text, image or movie or if you want to create a new hit game, virtual lab application or the best online office tool ever made, Webbles is your key. And as the number of available Webble prototypes increases the stronger and more powerful the Webble World Designers can become and the tools and applications created for the world Internet users will boom to heights unimaginable.

So let’s Webble away…
User’s Manual

The Webble World is now running in your browser, but what is that boring empty background color, and what are you supposed to do with that menu thing on the top? Where are all the Webbles you were promised? Should you demand a refund? Of course not – it is freeware, so that will not do you any good. It is better to learn how to use the Webble World System so that you can blow our minds away with your creations.

In this chapter we will try to explain everything that you need to know about being an Internet user of The Webble World system, how to load Webbles, how to combine them, how to manipulate them and how to save your creations. In order to learn this you may also need to learn a few new terms and expressions, and in the worst case some new ways of thinking, but do not worry all will be explained in detail and you can also find a “Webblish” wordlist in this chapter that might be helpful. So let’s “Webble” away…

Quick Start

For all of you out there who just are not that into manuals and want to get right into it as soon as possible, we start off with a simple step by step Quick Start description that lets you get the simple basics of Webble World and how to navigate there.

1. To load our first Webble we click ‘Webbles-> Browser’ in the top menu.

Figure 1: Open the Webble Browser, which contacts the Webble Web Service
2. Write 'fundamental' in the search box and click 'Search'

![Webble Browser](image1.png)

Figure 2: The Webble Browser in action

3. Select the 'Fundamental Webble' and either click ‘Load’, double-click the Webble area or drag the Webble image outside the form to load it, and then ‘Close’ to close the Webble Browser form.

4. The little gray square in the left top corner of the Webble World desktop is our Fundamental Webble. Not much to look at, but perfect to start with.

![Webble World](image2.png)

Figure 3: We have loaded our first Webble

5. If you double-click on the gray Webble it will become selected and show you its name. Double-click again to make it non-selected.
W E B B L E  W O R L D

Figure 4: The info-bubble disappears after a few seconds.

6. Selected or not, if you click the gray Webble and drag the mouse you can move the Webble to anywhere you want inside the Webble World Desktop.

7. Let’s change the look of our little gray friend by opening the Webble Properties form. We do that by first opening the Webble Pop-up menu which we get if we either click on the yellow Interaction Ball in the top left corner of the Webble or right click anywhere on the Webble shape. The Interaction ball grows slightly when hovered over and it can then be clicked. In the Menu, select Properties with the mouse pointer and click again.

Figure 5: Yes, there is a lot you can do, but stay with properties for now.

8. The property will then display all the properties this particular Webble possesses. You can scroll the form window to see all properties, which are grouped into logical categories. Webble properties are almost always slots, meaning that they may also be connected to and can communicate with other Webbles’ slots.
9. Change Height to 200, Background Color to Red (by clicking the color box and select a color or by typing the color hex value for red (#ff0000)), Border Color to Blue in the border box by changing the rgb(0, 0, 0) part to either #0000ff or rgb(0, 0, 255). You may also change the text in the message slot if you want, it is all up to you.

10. Click ‘Submit’ and your Webble will change according to your request. Close the property form by clicking “Close”.

Figure 6: You may change any property you want, and all changes take effect when the form is submitted.

Figure 7: Looks a bit nicer, doesn’t it?
11. If the Webble is selected (if not, select it again), click ‘Edit’ in the top main menu and then click ‘Duplicate’.

![Figure 8: Duplication may also be done via the Webble's context menu, but for now we go via the main menu.](image)

12. Repeat the duplication one more times so there will be three identical Webbles in total and then move them slightly so that you may see them all at once.

![Figure 9: Three independent Webbles ready for duty.](image)

13. If you place the Webbles as above and then select the top right one, you may create a child - parent relationship with the one on its left by clicking the green ball in the bottom left corner of the Webble and then select a possible target
(edges glowing blue) by clicking on it to create that relationship. This is briefly indicated by the parent glowing deep pink and the child glow in light pink.

14. Create one more child - parent relationships as indicated in the figure below. When you are done try moving the Webbles slightly to see how they are attached to each other.

Figure 10: Making a child - parent connection.

Figure 11: The arrows indicate child-to-parent connections. A child may only have one parent, but a parent may have many children.
15. Select the top right Webble and open its menu and there click ‘Connect Slots’.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 12:** A Webble needs to be a child in order to have the ‘Connect Slots’ menu item available.

16. In the Slot Connection form you may pick which child slot should be connected to which parent slot and also whether the communication should send and/or receive. By default the slot connection is already set up for the message slot (text), but we will change that. Select the Width slot for the child and the Height slot for the parent and leave the direction for both send and receive. When finished you click ‘Submit’ to activate the slot connection.

![Image](image2.png)

**Figure 13:** The child and the parent slot do not need to be the same but they could be that too.

17. We have now created a slot connection between the top right Webble and its parent to the left, telling them to share, both directions, child width and parent
height values. This is immediately seen and understood by the fact that the parent Webble suddenly became square again, indicating that the height of the parent corresponds to the width of the child. You can also test this by selecting either one of the two and then clicking and dragging the pink Interaction object in the bottom right corner which resize the selected Webble, transforming that Webble’s height and width. And that in turn should cause the other one toresize as well, at least the part connected. If you resize any Webble without that slot connection, of course only the Webble itself resize.

Figure 14: Resize width and height of child and parent via slot connection.

18. Slot connection is very powerful and depending on slots and Webble types and parent-child connection setup one can create quite interesting behavior. If you for example connect slots between the lower Webble using 'Message' for parent and 'Height' for child (dual communication) and then change the slot communication for the top right Webble to instead be ‘Message’ in the parent (keep ‘Width’ for child, then when you resize using the either the upper or lower right Webble the Webble below or above will follow accordingly while the parent will just display the value they share because of the chain of communication going on.
19. You can also change the lower right Webble connection to use 'Font Size' as the child slot for a completely different behavior.

Figure 15: Slot communication is a core part of the architecture.

Figure 16: As you see there are basically just your imagination and the power of the slots that limits you.
20. This should be enough to grasp the fundamental parts. Now, one may experiment by loading other Webbles from the Webble browser and try them out and investigate how they work. There are not an unlimited number of Webbles available, but many enough to learn the basics of Webble World.

![Image of Webble World](image.png)

Figure 17: If you look for a Webble that is not there, maybe you can build and publish it yourself.

21. That’s it, and that’s that, just me talking Webbles. For detailed Webble knowledge and how to save your creations please continue reading.

**Webble World Activities and “Webblish” terms**

This section explains in detail and alphabetical order all the basic different activities one might do inside the Webble World and why.

**Assign/Revoke Parent**

Webbles connect with other Webbles by becoming children or parents of each other. A Webble may have many children, each of which may have many children, and so on, creating grandchildren and grandparents or just plain families and descendants. However, a child may only have one parent. All slot communication follows this chain of command. One always assigns a parent by first selecting the Webble that will become child, and then the parent. The assigning action is visualized in the Webble World System by a golden glowing border of the child to be, and a blue glowing border of possible parents (Figure 10), which turn different shades of pink when relations is made. Children cannot become parents to their own parents in some sort of circular incestuous relationship. A Child can at any time revoke a parent and pick a new parent, but any communication with the original parent will then of course be lost.
Browse
Browsing basically means seeing a list of available Webbles stored on the server, inside the Webble Browser Form (Figure 17). The Webble browser lists Webbles by name, popularity and developer and it present each Webble in detail with description, user rating and image. You can then select one Webble at a time to load it into your Webble World. If the Webble were created by you, you may also select it for deletion. Delete should be used with care since they will be gone forever.

Bundle
A Bundle is a group of Webbles bundled together as one, with its own customized input and output configuration and where the containing inner Webbles are not accessible on their own. This is a great way to package a complex Webble before publish in order to make it easier to use and manipulate. Any Webble bundle can at any time be unbundled in order to get inside to the smaller parts.

Cancel
Any activity may be canceled by either pressing a visible cancel button or by pressing the Esc key on the keyboard. The latter will close all open forms, cancel any parent-assigning operation, and deselect all Webbles.

Child
A Child is a Webble that has a parent.

Connect Slots
A slot connection is made via the Slot Connection form (Figure 13) where one chooses a child slot and a parent slot that will exchange values. The direction of the communication may also be chosen, either send, receive or both. Only one slot can be connected with one parent. But one parent may have many children with different slot connections. There are merged slots though that is one and many at the same time. Slot Connection is always controlled and selected via the child.

Connection View
The connection view is a way for a Webble developer to get an overview of what Webble is connected with which and what Slots they communicate. This view can be toggled on and off via the Webble main menu.

Custom Slots
A custom slot is a slot created by a user during runtime within the Webble World platform (and not within any JavaScript code). These slots can be either plain common values as text or numbers, or they can be attached and related to visual style sheet values or they can be a package of several slots, a so called merged slot. Custom slots are also stored and saved when a user publish a Webble or save a Workspace.

Delete
When deleting Webbles, all selected Webbles will be deleted (along with their children, which are automatically selected too). Any connections between the remaining Webbles and the ones that were deleted will be lost as well. In The Webble World System one may also have the opportunity to delete Webbles or applications from the server, inside the
Webble Browser form, but that is a permanent action so it should not be done unless the user really knows what he or she is doing.

Developers Pack
This is a zip file available for download from the Webble World platform server which contains everything a future Webble developer needs in order to begin making his or her own Webbles. The pack includes documentations and reference code for HTML, JavaScript and CSS using AngularJS framework.

Duplicate
Duplicating means exactly what it sounds like. It will create an identical copy of each Webble that is selected. Everything gets copied from the original Webble with one exception; the parent. Slot values, Slot Connections, Children are all copied – but not the parent. A parent gets its children duplicated but a child never gets its parent duplicated. So when duplicating a Webble that depends on a parent via some sort of slot communication, the duplicate will lose that connection.

Execution State / Execution Level
Execution state is used to define the current user state the system is running in, and Webbles may be designed so that they behave differently depending on current state. There are six available levels, which range from ‘Developer’ mode to ‘Low Clearance User’ mode. These levels are offered to let Webble designers control user access rights of the Webbles. The default state for the system is ‘Super High Clearance User’.

Export
[Coming Soon]

Import
[Coming Soon]

Interaction objects (balls)
Small ball-like objects attached to the bounding frame of a Webble, visible when selected, that can be used to manipulate a Webble in some way: rotating, rescaling, assign parents and many more customizable things.

Load
Loading a Webble means that the user has selected a Webble either from the list of Webbles presented in the Webble Browser form (Figure 17) or via the local file system or a direct web URL and then clicked ‘Submit’. The Webble World System will then download one JSON description file followed by one view.html file an most likely but not necessary one styles.css and one controllers.js, open them all and combine them so that a Webble of the chosen kind may be created and inserted into the system desktop. A Webble may be a simple prototype Webble represented by only one set of html, css and JavaScript files or it may be a combination of many connected Webbles. The loading time is dependent on bandwidth and package size. A Webble is always loaded in the background behind the Webble Browser form so that a user does not need to reopen the form for every Webble he or she wants to load. One can load any Webble multiple times on the same desktop.
Login & Register
Registering a user account for Webble World will allow the user to fully participate in the Webble World experience. If users register for an account they will be able to publish and save their own Webble creations. It is completely free and is only for server security and Webble protection reasons. Webble accounts can be created using existing social network accounts such as Gmail, Facebook and Twitter. Connecting these accounts to your Webble account will in the future allow you to post your creations and work to those sites too.

Main Menu
The main menu, also known as the Webble World menu, is the top menu on the Webble World web site.

Merged Slot
A merged slot is a slot containing two or more other (non-merged) slots wrapped up together. Since Webbles only allow one slot to be communicated for each parent, an artificial rule created in order to simplify the process of Webble structure, the concept of a merged slot solves all problems which that rule may create.

Parent
A Parent is a Webble that has children.

Properties
Basically properties are the same as slots with one exception; the customized name of the Webble. The properties or slots may be found and edited in the Webble's personal property form (Figure 6) or it can be edited in real-time in the multi Webble property manipulator form (Figure 28). Some slots may not show up in the property form because they are internal, but the user may find them in the slot connection form. Other properties may be shown in the property form but not be editable.

Protection
Protection can be set on a specific Webble in order to disable features and behaviors which a Webble normally can do in order to customize it even further. For example the user can disable a Webbles ability to move, resize, and assign parents and much more. This is managed in the Webble Protection form (Figure 45).

Publish a Webble
Publishing a Webble mainly means making it available and downloadable in the online repository. Though one can also publish a Webble only as a local file too. Technically it means creating a JSON-file of the selected Webble and giving it descriptive data in order to be found and used. This is the way Webble designers, working inside the Webble World platform, will add their contributions to the Webble World Community. You can only publish Webbles online if you are logged in, meaning you have to be a registered user (of course free). When you publish something using the same name as something you already published a new revision will be created. You can edit information and either use an auto-generated image or add your own which will be shown in the Webble Browser. In the ‘Add Publishing Group’ you assign which of the groups you are a
member of that will take responsibility for this creation. If no group is selected, then the responsibility is all yours.

Figure 18: Publishing a Webble can only be done by registered users.

**Redo**

The concept of redo is same as in most other software. It will redo the latest Webble manipulation that was just undone.

**Shared Model Duplicate**

It is similar to ordinary duplication in most ways but with one very important difference: the internal slots are not duplicated but are instead shared, meaning that the two seemingly separate individual Webbles shares the same model, and so whatever happens with one Webble’s slots happens also to the other. This is a very useful type of Webble connection when creating complex systems. Two slot values are not shared by default because it would make little sense, and that is the x- and y-position of the Webble on the screen.

**Slots**

Slots are attributes or properties that describe and control a Webble internally but may also be attached to other Webbles’ slots (therefore the name slot; imagine a connection cable from one socket to another in an appliance of some sort, sending some sort of data). One may alter by hand the values of these properties in for example the Property form (Figure 6) in order to change the Webble but they may also be changed via slot connections. Slots are more or less the engine and driving force of a Webble. A Webble’s slots are a combination of several types of slots: internal slots and style sheet slots, where the latter basically control the appearance of a Webble. The user may also add custom slots to a Webble via the Webble menu.
Super parent
A Super parent is the topmost Webble in a parent-child relationship chain. A Super parent does not have any parent of its own, but it has many descendants (grandchildren).

Undo
The concept of undo is same as in most other software. It will undo the latest Webble manipulation that was just performed.

Upload and Edit Template
Upload a template means getting the code part of a newly developed Webble online for testing and further development. An uploaded template only exists within the uploading user's realm and is not yet published or visible to the outside world. It exists within the framework of Webble World though so that the developing user can combine with online published Webbles.

Webble
A Webble is an independent IntelligentPad entity that may be loaded inside a Webble World system and modified to do tasks of some kind. (see this Guide's Introduction, Chapter 1 for more information).

Webble Id
All Webbles have several ways to be identified, but the most unique one is the Webble ID. The ID is used mainly for internal use and will change if the Webble is deleted and reloaded, but are sometimes used as a supportive identifier in the Webble World display forms. Webbles can also be identified by a custom name set by the user. Such a name will be stored when saved, but it is not unique since many Webbles may have the same name. Another way to identify a Webble is by type name set when the Webble was published.

Figure 19: Displayed name consists of the user customized name, the unique id and the Webble type name.

When a Webble is found in the Webble browser it is identified by its type name. But that name is not useful when dealing with many loaded Webbles inside the Webble World desktop of the same type, since it is not unique. A user should identify his or her Webbles with a user defined name, but it is up to the user if he/she wants to keep those names unique when duplicating Webbles.
Webble Menu
The Webble menu is the popup menu that each Webble carries with it and which is reachable either by right click with the mouse somewhere on the Webble or via the top left yellow Interaction Object on the Webble when selected. The Webble menu may be configured and even turned off though so the user should not be completely surprised if the menu looks and behaves different than expected.

Webble Prototype
See Webble Template.

Webble Template
Webble template or Webble prototype is also known as Webble type with a specific behavior. A Webble template has not been modified in any way from its default state. And is made with HTML, CSS and JavaScript only.

Webble World Work Surface
The Webble World Work Surface is the actual work area where Webbles may exist and be manipulated, below the main menu.

Workspace
A registered user may have one or many workspaces where he work and interact with the Webbles of his choice. Setups and configurations that he/she want quick access to. Workspaces in Webble World are separated work surfaces that a Webble user can use as needed. A workspace is private by default but may be shared with other user if wanted.

Webble World System Menu
This section explains what each item in the top main menu does and why. The top main menu is open by default but may be closed either with Alt+F2 on computers with keyboards or with a quick swipe up on the work surface on touch devices. To open again is the same but swipe down instead.

Workspace ->New
Cleans away all current Webbles on the current workspace and resets the internal Webble cache. The action is prompted with a confirmation since it cannot be undone.

Workspace ->Open
Opens a popup form which lets the user select one of his/her stored workspaces to open and interact with. If Webble world is closed while a Workspace is open, that workspace will be restored automatically in its last saved state when the user returns for easy continuance.
The current open workspace also has a hotlink that is shown in the browser address bar and can of course be copy and pasted to anyone and anywhere.

**Workspace -> Save**
Saves the current workspace under its current name or if it has no name prompts the user to give one and then saves it.

**Workspace -> Save As**
Opens a popup form which lets the user select a name for the workspace to be saved and when submitted will save the current Webbles on the work surface inside a workspace with the chosen name.

**Workspace -> Share**
Share Workspace means that you allow other selected users to edit and change it at their own will. This is especially useful when working together with other people on creating a Webble application or similar, but of course be used for other reasons like for example as a play area or game arena where each shared user is a player in an ongoing game. To share a Workspace one must know the user’s username, at least well enough for the system to find and identify it.
If the user does not have a Webble World account or proper username, one can instead type an e-mail address which the system will use instead to contact the requested collaborator.

**Workspace ->Delete**
This deletes the current open workspace from the server, never to be accessed again. Since it is quite a finite option the user is prompted to confirm the action. If no workspace is currently open this option does nothing.

**Webbles->Browser**
Opens the Webble Browser (Figure 17) and lets the user search for all Webbles available in this Webble World System. The user can find Webbles by name, developer, keywords or ratings (including description text) and sort the result on the same. When the result of the search is displayed then a Webble may be selected and by clicking ‘Load’ (or drag & drop Webble image, or double click, or press enter if a Webble is selected) the Webble will be picked up from the Internet and loaded to the Webble desktop. The Webble browser stays open for the convenience of a user who wants to pick more Webbles to load. When the user is finished he clicks ‘Close’ to close the Webble browser or click outside the form area and returns to the Webble desktop which should now contain the loaded Webbles.

When one selects a Webble a hotlink for that particular Webble is created in the browser address bar which can of course be copy and pasted to anyone and anywhere for quick loading the Webble in question without browsing for it.

The padlock icon before the Webble name (either locked or open) indicates weather this Webble is developed by a group you have explicitly assigned your trust or not. (See ‘Username-> Profile Settings ->’Trust’ for more information on that).
Within the Webble browser is also found the possibility to rate individual Webbles and leave comments about them, as in the ‘About’ form mentioned further below. To rate a Webble in the Webble browser one clicks the rating stars of the Webble.

A FEW AVAILABLE DEFAULT WEBBLES
[BROUGHT TO YOU BY MEME MEDIA LAB, HOKKAIDO UNIVERSITY]

Basic Button
A primitive Button Webble with basic button features.

Basic Image
A primitive Image Webble of the simplest fundamental kind.

Basic Label Webble
A primitive Webble that may be used to create a text label with many visually customizable slots.

Basic Rotate Needle Webble
A primitive rotating pin Webble that may be used for simulated analogue measurements of all sorts.

Basic Slider Webble
A primitive slider Webble that allows the user to manipulate numeral values with a slider mechanism.

Basic Text Input Webble
A primitive text input Webble with some visually customizable slots.

Basic Timer Webble
A primitive Webble that keeps track of the current time of the client system and can be used to collect time values. No internal visualization.

Clock
A compound Webble made up from a Basic Timer, Basic Image and three Basic Rotate Arms to create an ordinary simple analogue clock.

Fundamental
The simplest primitive Webble imaginable with only the most fundamental Webble features.

Random Number Generator
A Webble that can generate a random number between a specified min and max value.

Webbles - Recent
Allows the user to quickly load the last loaded Webble without having to browse for it again in the Webble browser. The last 5 Webbles are available to select for recent quick load.

Webbles - Load
To load a Webble manually you either need to know its exact location on the Internet, meaning the URL of the JSON file that describes it, or you browse for a Webble JSON file in the file system of your local computer.
This is useful especially for Webbles that are not published in the Webble World system but still exists somewhere online or offline. A Webble loaded like this can still be saved and published in Webble World and then found via the Webble browser.

**Workspace ->Import**

This feature is not yet available and is still under development. It will allow the user to load a Webble code package, including all files needed, from the local computer previously exported from another Webble World platform.

**Webbles ->Publish**

After a Webble Designer has finished his creation and Webble configuration she can publish it and make it known to the outside world via this menu item (Figure 18). In the form that opens, the user adds an internal name for the Webble as well as descriptive information about the creation. An auto generated image is created for the Webble but if it is not cool enough it can be replaced with a custom image. If a Webble with the same name already exists the and that was not created by the current user, one will be informed about that and asked to choose another name, if a Webble with the same name exists and it’s template was created by this user then a new and updated version of this Webble will created instead, leaving the old version intact though only available in Webbles which already use the previous version.

**Workspace ->Export**

This feature is not yet available and is still under development. It will allow the user to export a Webble code package, including all files needed, from the Webble world platform and save it to the local computer.

**Webbles ->Template Editor**

In the Template Editor an advanced Webble user with basic programming skills can create new Webble templates, either by uploading template code files written locally or by generate them directly in the Template Editor and write the needed code on site. The code required is a combination of HTML, CSS and JavaScript and how it is written is either explained in the comments of the auto generated files, or in the downloadable developer’s package and/or in the last section of this document. When a Webble and its files have been generated in the editor the Webble can then be seen and interacted with.
This area is also known as the sandbox for it is like a play-ground where a developer can experiment and test his/her creations. If a Webble is given the same name as a previous uploaded and published Webble, created by you, it will be stored online as a new version of the same. You can only upload Webble templates if you are a registered Webble World User and logged in.

Figure 25: The developer can edit the code directly in the browser and immediately see the result and possible debug information when loading the Webble into the environment.
One can also type in the existing template id of a known Webble and by doing that be offered to get a copy of that template with all its code to the sandbox for creating a new template based on the previous one. This is a very powerful way to improve and build upon others peoples initial work. (Same thing can be achieved via a Webbles About form)

Webbles -> Sandbox Webbles (listed by their names)
Webbles uploaded into the sandbox via the previously mentioned form are not available via the Webble Browser since they are not yet published, but are instead listed in the Webbles menu for easy and quick access.

Edit -> Undo
Every major Webble change is saved so that you can go back via this menu item if you do something you regret, but one should be aware that many changes are happening in the background so when stepping far one might have to go further than expected in order to reach the goal. Undo works best when just going one or two steps backwards and it does not work well with animated Webbles which slots change multiple times each seconds for obvious reasons.

Edit -> Redo
If the user made an undo that the user regrets and want to redo again, this is where one would perform that action. See Edit -> Undo for further details about undo/redo in Webble World environment.

Edit -> Select All
This selects all Webbles on the Webble World work surface (even the internal ones inside a bundle).

Edit -> Deselect All
This deselects all Webbles on the Webble World work surface (even the internal ones inside a bundle).

Edit -> Duplicate
This creates a duplicate of all selected Webbles. If no Webble is selected no duplication is made.

Edit -> Shared Duplicate
Makes a duplicate of all selected Webbles, but instead of duplicating the model element, represented by all slots, as well, the new Webble will share the same model element with its original, meaning that all slots values are shared with its duplicate except for positioning slots which by default are decoupled, but that can be changed inside the property form which for Shared Model Webbles displays an extra column of checkboxes that allow the user to select which slots this Webble should share with its shared model duplicates. Shared model duplicates have a dashed border when selected so that they are easily spotted.
Figure 26: check or uncheck the slots that should be shared between shared model duplicates.

**Edit -> Bundle**

Bundle means wrapping all selected Webbles inside a bundle-Webble which will create a customized surface for the containing Webbles with only selected slots to be visible from the inside while at the same time shield the user from having to deal with any of the internal complexity of the Webble pack. When the user clicks Bundle all selected Webbles (and their children) are being Bundled together with a Bundle parent, and a form opens that allows the user to pick which slots from all the internal Webbles will be accessible from the bundle.
Figure 27: The Bundle Webble will also have some of its own slots for visual configuration outside the ones the user pick.

When the user have selected which (if any) and clicked submit the bundle is finalized, and one can see that by the light thin border that surrounds the containing Webbles. The Bundle Webble can be edited, combined and configured like any other Webble.

**Edit ->Delete**

Deletes all selected Webbles and their children.

**Edit ->Multi-Webble Properties**

Opens a form that allows the user to edit the properties (slots) of one or multiple Webbles at once. The form is not modal so the user can continue to interact with the Webbles while keeping the form open. Any change to the values in the form will not have immediately effect on the selected Webbles. Instead the user will have, by its own will, to push the changes to the selected Webbles. The same works for extracting changes done via other interactions so that they get mirrored in the multi-Webble form.
If Webbles of different types are selected together only properties (slots) that share the same name are displayed.

**Edit -> Platform Properties**
Opens a System Property form, which allows the user to change the background color of the Webble work surface along with the current execution mode of the system.
Auto Behavior is by default on but can be turned off from here, meaning for example that Webbles will not automatically create any default slot communication.

Logging is for debugging of Webble templates and Slim clutter free Webble browser enabled makes the Webble browser info minimized by default. No shared workspace messages turns off the popup messages informing the user of what other users are doing with the shared workspace. Template Revision behavior allows the user to control if a newer version of a Webble should be used or not when available. Untrusted Webbles behavior lets the user control how the system should react when an untrusted Webble is about to be loaded.

Some Webbles (though rare) may contain code that overrides these settings for optimal display of those Webbles.

**View->Toggle Connection View**

When shown the connection view displays a layer that indicates how Webbles are related with each other including shared duplicates and also what kind of slot connection that is currently running. This feature is for development and debug purpose mainly. The information is shown as a line for parent-child connection with arrows to indicate the directional flow of slot communication. Which slot is displayed as well. A colored circle with a number shows which Webbles share slots with each other.
Figure 30: The Connection View layer, will automatically hide again when the user starts interacting with the Webbles.

**View ->Active Workspace info**
This displays an information box about the current open workspace. The information displayed is how long the user have been using Webble World during this session, the total amount of Webbles that are displayed, how many templates (prototypes) that has thus far been loaded into the system and also the amount of different Webble Types that are currently used in this workspace, as well as the number of sandbox Webbles loaded (Webbles under development by this user).

![Image of Webble World Platform Information]

**View->Shortcut Keys Info**
Displays an info box telling the user of all non-menu related shortcut keys available in the platform.

**View ->Toggle Full Screen**
Toggles full-screen mode for the Webble World Desktop.
Help->Documentation
Let the user download this manual and read it.

Help->Tutorial Vids
Takes the user to Webble World’s YouTube page and a list of informative and tutorial videos available there.

Help->FAQ
If a user has any questions about the system, then often the answer may be found inside the FAQ. If the answer is not found the user can post a new question, which will be answered by admin staff as soon as possible.

![Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)](image)

Figure 32: The FAQ section is probably the best and primary attempt to get answers on general questions about Webble World.

Help->Open Chat
The Webble World chat is a completely open non-private chat which anyone using Webble World can see and write in. Its main existence is for quick interaction between Webble World Users (even unregistered ones) and begins the first phase in forming a strong and supportive Webble World community.
Figure 33: The Webble chat is yet another way of getting in touch with other Webble World users around the world.

Since it is a completely open chat, one should of course never reveal any private or sensitive information on this channel.

**Help ➔ Support**
Let the user mail (using the local machine installed mail program) the Webble World developer team with specific and detailed technical issues of a kind that not is suitable in the FAQ.

**Help ➔ Developer Community**
This is just a link to the Stack Overflow Website where Webble developer may ask each other questions on how to best develop your Webble template.

**Help ➔ Download Developers Package**
Let the user download necessary and supportive files and templates for beginning develop Webbles by code (HTML, JavaScript and CSS) on his/her own computer. The pack includes an example Webble, an extensive readme document and some reference code. In order to use the content, one only need a text-editor of any kind. This is only needed if the Webble template developer wants to develop in his or her own editor. If the user is using the built in Template Editor all these files are provided already.

**Help ➔ Webble Platform on GitHub**
This menu item takes you to GitHub where you find the core code of the whole Webble World Platform. For ordinary Webble developers and users this is most likely of no interest, but for those who wish to improve upon the core code or understand the underlying system better or even start developing your own Webble World then this are of the Web might be of some interest.
Help -> Report Bug
Let the user mail (using the local machine installed mail program) the Webble World developer team, informing them of bug issues in the system. This is only for bugs in the Webble World platform that more or less affects every Webble, and not for bugs in single Webbles which were not developed by private users. Those bugs are currently best addressed via the rating system.

Help -> About
This displays an information box about Webble World 3.1 and its development team.

![About Webble World 3.1](image)

Figure 34: Who made this extraordinary piece of software?

Sign Up
Visible only if there is no user currently logged. Mainly used for creating an account within Webble World that the user does not want to be associated with any other social network account such like google, Twitter or Facebook.
This is not the fastest and easiest way to create an account with Webble World, for that look below at the ‘Login’ section.

**Login**

Here the user can either login to an existing account or create an account by associating it to an existing account in the users social network. Clicking for example the google button will either logged in a user who is already registered and has connected its google account to the Webble World account or create a new account and automatically connect it to the chose social network account.
**Username→ Profile Settings→Account Information**

Here the user can edit and add information about his user account such as username (if such has not yet been set, if it has been set it cannot be changed), preferred Webble World platform language when logged in, user description etc.

![Account Information](image)

Figure 37: Currently all this information is private and not displayed to anyone else, except username.

**Username→ Profile Settings →Notifications**

This area is not yet fully active but when it is activated it gives the option to receive e-mail information about Webble World news and related. But some specific actions is noted here when they occur.

![Notifications](image)

Figure 38: If your user is assigned to a group a notification will appear here.

**Username→ Profile Settings →Trust**

Since Webbles can be very powerful and contain a lot of features we do not always know about or want, Webble World also comes with a system of trust. Where a user gets the informed about every Webble’s origin and weather it belongs to a development group that the user trusts or not. In this section the user can assign trust to groups he/she
belongs to as well as groups he feels comfortable with. In the Webble browser the user gets informed via a padlock icon about each Webbles level of trust based on the user’s preferences.

Figure 39: Here you assign or revoke your trust to groups existing in Webble World and the Webbles they develop.

**Username > Profile Settings > Authentication**

Here the user can connect the Webble World account to social media sites, such as google+, Twitter and Facebook. It is also here one would change the Webble World password, which is only used when the user does not log in via any of the above mentioned social media accounts though.

Figure 40: More associative social media sites may become available in the future.
It is also here the user would register any API keys he or she intend to use when loading or developing Webbles that require such. Because API keys are personal but Webbles are shared, Webble World offers users to use personal API keys instead of forcing a developer to add his/her keys inside the code of the Webble. How to apply to keys is not covered in this document and how to access these registered keys in a Webble can be found in the template comments in the developer’s package. API keys can also be registered by a group and thereby be available by all members of that group without the need for personal keys.

![Image of licenses and API keys interface]

Figure 41: Most Webbles probably do not require these keys, but those who do, now have a very good way of how to deal with that.

**Username> Groups**

This area displays information on all registered groups that develops Webbles for Webble World. If you are registered as the role of an administrator or a user who have been assigned ownership of a group by an administrator more features is available like edit group info, create sub groups and assign users to groups.

![Image of groups interface]

Figure 42: Groups in Webble World is a way of making connections and develop trust.
Username->Logout
If the user does not want to be logged in anymore then he or she can log out here. Automatic login will then also be canceled.

Current Language Icon
If the user has not set the preferable language in the profile or if the user does not yet have an account or are logged in, then this option allows changing the current language. Language changes outside of the user profile are not remembered by the system between sessions.

![Platform Language](image)

Figure 43: Languages available increase by time, so if your language is not present yet, please be patient.

Gear Icon
This is just short cut to the Platform Properties form mentioned earlier (figure 29).

Default Webble Interaction Balls
When a Webble is selected by a user, a bounding box, a frame, appears and surrounds the Webble. Along the path of that frame, interaction points have been distributed in the shape of small balls which will grow in size when activated. These balls can be used for any mouse interaction, such as click, drag and drop. Five of these balls are set up by default and are visible from the start, though Webble developers and Webble users may add more balls or even hide the default ones on their own created or manipulated Webbles. Here follows a description of the four default Interaction Balls and how they are used.

Open Menu
*Color: Yellow*
*Position: Top Left*
*Interaction Type: Click*
Opens the selected Webble’s pop-up menu so that the user may choose an action
**W E B B L E  W O R L D**

**Rotate**  
*Color: Light blue*  
*Position: Top Right*  
*Interaction Type: Drag*  
Rotates the Webble from its center using its angle slot value. If the Webble has children and grandchildren, those will also rotate around the rotating center. The rotation may be negative as well.

**Resize**  
*Color: Pink*  
*Position: Bottom Right*  
*Interaction Type: Drag*  
This interaction object is not always present, that depends on the construction of the Webble weather it has a proper Width and Height value to attach to. If it does the Webble will resize in width and height when dragging the mouse horizontally and vertically. This action only affects the Webble being resized and not any children or grandchildren.

**Assign/Revoke Parent**  
*Color: Green*  
*Position: Bottom Left*  
*Interaction Type: Click*  
Same as ‘Assign Parent’ from the popup menu described below, meaning allowing the user to select another Webble to become the chosen one’s parent. It will not be visible if the Webble already has a parent.

**Webble Default Popup menu**  
When you right click with the mouse on a Webble or when the yellow top left Interaction Ball is clicked the Webble menu is displayed. Below follows a description of the default menu items that come with a Webble. Though a specific Webble may have many extra custom menu items and may even have the default ones disabled, the user is most likely to find the items below at some stage during ‘Webbling’.

**Publish**  
Same as *Webbles->Publish* in the main menu but with the targeted Webble (and its children) as the only target no matter how many other Webbles might be selected.

**Duplicate**  
Same as *Edit->Duplicate* in the main menu but with the targeted Webble (and its children) as the only target no matter how many other Webbles might be selected.

**Delete**  
Same as *Edit->Delete* in the main menu but with the targeted Webble (and its children) as the only target no matter how many other Webbles might be selected.
**Assign Parent**

Lets the user pick a Parent for the Webble by clicking on the Webble wanted. When this menu option is selected the target Webble gets a golden glowing border to indicate it is the future child and all other Webbles that might be able to become a possible parent gets a light blue glowing border. These glowing borders provide a visualization of the process. After the user have selected a parent by clicking or tapping on it the border of the child glows light pink while the selected parent's border glows in deep red. Non-selected Webbles goes back with no border. This menu target is not visible if the Webble already has a parent. Same as using the green bottom left Interaction Ball.

**Revoke Parent**

Lets the user revoke the Parent connection for the Webble. This menu target is not visible if the Webble has no parent.

**Connect Slots**

Opens the slot connection manager (Figure 13) for a selected Child Webble. The slot connection manager lets the user pick two slots – one in the child and one in the parent – that are to exchange values with each other. In the manager the direction of communication may be set to send and/or receive or none. As soon as the connection is submitted the Webbles will start communicating their slot values, and will continue to do so until the slot connection is broken or changed by the user. A Webble that lose its parent will still remember its connection and try to establish it again automatically if the Webble is pasted to a new parent. This menu target is not visible if the Webble is not a child of another Webble.

**Properties**

Opens the Property manager (Figure 6) for the active Webble. The properties are customized for every type of Webble and range from just a few to up to a hundred or more. They are also divided into several logic groups. If there are any user generated custom slots for this Webble they will mainly show up at the bottom of the list.

![Slots: Custom](image)

Figure 44: To delete a custom slot one just clicks the X.

The user may change all these properties freely but the range of available values is dependent on property type. Some values contain multiple CSS values in one, like is common in the style sheet world. The slot name is displayed with its translated language-dependent name, and with its internal slot name as a tooltip info when hovering the slot name. You can also click the slot name and then open up a small text prompt for quick saving of the slot name in the clipboard using Ctrl+C. The slot value visible is the current
value, and if one hoovers the mouse pointer above the question mark detailed information about the slot is displayed.

**Available Visible Property Types**

**Text**
Plain text – Write whatever

**Numerical**
Any number, with or without a decimal point, signed or unsigned. Only numerical values are allowed; everything else is ignored.

**CheckBox**
True or false check mark

**Color Pick**
Click the colored square to open a color selector, select a color and click the small OK button to confirm the selection; the color will change in the square. Or write the color by hand using its hexadecimal color code.

**ComboBox**
Drop-down list where the user may select one option

**DatePicker**
Calendar drop down box that allows the user to select a date.

**FileBrowser**
Text field with a browse button that allows the user to locate and pick a file on the local computer.

**Fonts**
A drop-down list with fonts displayed as they will occur when selected. The user may pick one. Alternatively a textbox where the user can type font name as free text, in this case multiple.

**ListBox**
A list of displayed values from which the user may select one or many options.

**RadioButton**
A group of options where one is selectable via a traditional radio button group

**ImagePick**
Click the Choose File button to open a select image dialogue, where the user can pick an image from the local computer, which will be saved as image data, or by typing a URL in the textbox. The image will change accordingly. Only an absolute path is usable unless the image is stored inside the Webble folder, in which case a relative path works too. If one has copied pasted proper web image data from somewhere else that can also be pasted in the textbox and used.

**MediaPick**
Works similar to Image Pick but for .mp4 and mp3 files.

**RichText**
Text that can be decorated and comes with a small additional WYSIWYG editor for HTML and CSS editing

**Slider**
Move a slider left to right and back again to choose a ranged numeral value. In some cases the change is displayed in a square beside the slider.
Passsword
Text field where the text is hidden and replaced by stars or similar.

Private
Slot displayed but not editable. Sometimes the value is hidden and only the name visible.

Point
Two numerical values that represent an X and a Y position of some kind

Border
Four numerical values that represent a left, right, top, bottom group of some kind

When all changes are made in the property manager the user clicks ‘Submit’ and all changes will be imposed on the Webble. If ‘Close’ is clicked all un-submitted changes are disregarded and the form will close.

Bundle
Same as Edit->Bundle in the main menu but with the targeted Webble (and its children) as the only target no matter how many other Webbles might be selected.

Unbundle
Unbundles a bundle-Webble and release all internal Webbles to be fully interacted with again.

Shared Model Duplicate
Same as Edit->Shared Model Duplicate in the main menu but with the targeted Webble as the only target no matter how many other Webbles might be selected. Note that this does not make children sharing their slots and model.

Bring To Front
Sets the layer order to the highest among all Webbles and make it therefore be on top of all other, as long as they are within the same level in the parent child hierarchy. A parent Webble cannot float above a child. Layer Z index slot may also be changed via the Property manager.

Set Protection
If a user wants to protect a Webble from Some operations, that can be managed from here.
Figure 45: The user checkmarks the things this Webble should not be allowed to do.

A protection makes it impossible to oppose an operation of the protected kind on the Webble being protected. Many of these protections may be overridden when the user is in Developers execution mode and holding Alt key (sometimes also Shift key).

AVAILABLE PROTECTIONS

Move Not Allowed
The Webble cannot be moved from its current location

Resize Not Allowed
The Webble cannot be scaled

Duplicate Not Allowed
The Webble cannot be duplicated (but shared duplicate is okay)

Shared duplicate Not Allowed
The Webble cannot be shared duplicated (but ordinary duplicate is okay)

Delete Not Allowed
The Webble cannot be deleted

Publish Not allowed
The Webble cannot be published, meaning that any other Webble connected with it cannot be published either

Property Change Not Allowed
The Webble cannot change any slots or other properties

Parent Assignment Not Allowed
The Webble cannot assign any parent to itself

Having Children Not Allowed
The Webble cannot be assigned as a parent to any Webble

Parent Revoking Not Allowed
The Webble cannot revoke any parent from itself

Disconnect Children Not Allowed
The Webble cannot be revoked as parent
Bundle Not Allowed  
The Webble cannot be bundled

Unbundle Not Allowed  
The Webble cannot be unbundled

Default Menu Not Visible  
All the default options in the Webble popup menu are removed and disabled.

Interaction Objects Not Visible  
Never displays the interaction objects of the Webble, though the Surrounding border will still be visible when selected.

Selection Not Allowed  
The Webble cannot be selected (No interaction balls or selection border are displayed)

Context Menu Not Allowed  
The popup menu never appears.

Non-Developers Mode Not Visible  
The Webble completely disappears from view when not in Developers execution mode.

Drag Clone Not Allowed  
When this is checked then the Webble will not use a dragging clone (ghost) when being dragged but instead move the actual Webble and therefore update the position slots in real time.

Bundle Locking Not Allowed  
When this is checked then the Webble can still be individually selected and dragged even though it is a part of a bundle.

Add Custom Slot  
Via this menu item the user can add custom slots to the Webble. It allows three types of custom slots to be created.
First the classic custom slot of any common type like text, Boolean, numbers etc. which only requires a name and any value that can be typed. The second is a slot which is connected to a specific CSS style sheet attribute that has to be selected by the user from the internals of the Webble via the form. The third is the option to create a merged slot that contains a set of other existing slots together as one for more complex slot communication. The user can remove custom added slots via the properties form.

When connecting merged slots the Slot Connection Form will change a bit and allow the user to specify which part of the merged slot is going to connect to which part of parent slot. This is done easily by a simple cross-section matrix.
Custom Menu Items
Via this menu item the user can edit the Webble menu, both by removing default menu items but also by adding new custom items which are assigned to make some form of slot changes.

Custom Interaction Objects
Via this menu item the user can edit the interaction objects, both by removing default objects but also by adding new custom interaction objects which are assigned to make some form of slot changes.
This is a good way to make your Webble more user-friendly and faster to operate. You can bind a range of slot changes to just one interaction object. The object can also manipulate the slot value by mouse movement.

**Export**
This feature is not yet available and is still under development. It will allow the user to export a Webble code package, including all files needed, from the Webble world platform and save it to the local computer.

**About**
This displays a pop-up info box that contains some specific data and information regarding the Webble in question. One major use of this area is the blue button next to template id that allows the user to create a copy of the template code of that template in order to use as a base for developing a new and hopefully better and more powerful Webble.

Figure 49: The user have 12 interaction objects available to them to manipulate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name Id</th>
<th>Tooltip Text</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Mouse Event Type</th>
<th>Enabled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Menu</td>
<td>Open Menu</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Mouse Click</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rotate</td>
<td>Rotate</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Mouse Move</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Resize</td>
<td>Resize</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Mouse Move</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>AssignParent</td>
<td>Assign Parent</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Mouse Click</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rescale</td>
<td>Rescale</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Mouse Move</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 50: This information is mainly interesting when looking to identifying the author or id of a Webble or building a similar version of its template.

Users can also rate and comment the Webble here. A new popup form appears that allows the user to inform the outside world what he or she likes or dislikes with the Webble in question.

Figure 51: While the user base is still kind of small, many Webbles might still be unrated. Maybe you can help out with that.

Finally the user can also share the Webble with the outside world via numerous Social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Google+.
Short-Cut Keys
Most menu items may also be reached via keyboard short cuts if the Webble World visit is performed on a computer, such as a PC or a Mac and if the user is currently running in Development execution mode. There are also some short-cut key only options useful for developers. Short-cuts does not work in any other execution mode.

**Esc**
Close all forms and unselect all Webbles

**Enter**
In the Webble Browser the Enter Key execute a search or load the selected Webble, and in some other forms the enter key executes a submit, though not in all.

**ALT + F1**
Displays a popup box with information of what all non-menu related short-cut keys does.

**ALT + F2**
Toggles the Webble World top menu visibility.

**ALT + F3**
Toggles between logging and non-logging of debug activities inside Webbles and Webble World platform. It is up to Webble prototype developers weather such log writings is used or not, but if it is, this key will enable it.

**ALT + F5**
Saves a local copy of the current work surface for fast retrieval at a later time.

**ALT + F6**
Retrieves a local copy of a previously saved work surface is such exists, replacing the current one.

**ALT + F8**
Loads a fundamental Webble. This is for quick access when testing system and Webble features.

**ALT + F9**
Automatically switch to the system language if that is not already set, and if that is set instead immediately change to English.

**ALT + F10**
Opens the language switching popup form.

**ALT + SHIFT + Page Down**
Clears the cookie that keep in memory that the intro movie has already been seen, meaning that next time you visit Webble World the intro movie will play again.

**ALT + SHIFT + END**
Clears all cookies and all locally stored user memory data.
ALT + Arrow keys
Moves all Selected Webbles in the direction of the key

ALT + Mouse / ALT + SHIFT + Mouse  (In development mode)
Allows the user to override some protection and disabling, like for example displaying Webble menu even though it is turned off.

ALT + N
Same as Workspace->New in the main menu

ALT + O
Same as Workspace->Open in the main menu

ALT + S
Same as Workspace->Save in the main menu

ALT + SHIFT + S
Same as Workspace->Save As in the main menu

ALT + J
Same as Workspace->Share in the main menu

ALT + X
Same as Workspace->Delete in the main menu

ALT + B
Same as Webbles->Browse in the main menu

ALT + L
Same as Webbles->Load in the main menu

ALT + R
Same as Webbles->Recent in the main menu

ALT + I
Same as Webbles->Import in the main menu

ALT + P
Same as Webbles->Publish in the main menu

ALT + E
Same as Webbles->Export in the main menu

ALT + U
Same as Webbles->Template Editor in the main menu

ALT + Z or CTRL + Z
Same as Edit->Undo in the main menu

ALT + Y or CTRL + Y
Same as Edit->Redo in the main menu
ALT + A
Same as Edit->Select All in the main menu

ALT + SHIFT + A
Same as Edit->Deselect All in the main menu

ALT + D
Same as Edit->Duplicate in the main menu

ALT + SHIFT + D
Same as Edit->Shared Duplicate in the main menu

ALT + SHIFT + B
Same as Edit->Bundle in the main menu

ALT + Delete or CTRL + Delete
Same as Edit->Delete in the main menu

ALT + K
Same as Edit->Multi Webble Properties in the main menu

ALT + SHIFT + K
Same as Edit->Platform Properties in the main menu

ALT + Numpad 9
Same as View->Toggle Connection View in the main menu

ALT + W
Same as View->Active Workspace Info in the main menu

ALT + F1
Same as View->Shortcut Keys Info in the main menu

ALT + F
Same as View->Toggle full screen in the main menu

ALT + M
Same as Help->Documentation in the main menu

ALT + SHIFT + U
Same as Help->Tutorial Vids in the main menu

ALT + SHIFT + F
Same as Help->FAQ in the main menu

ALT + C
Same as Help->Open Chat in the main menu

ALT + SHIFT + C
Same as Help->Developer Community in the main menu
**ALT + H**
Same as Help->Support in the main menu

**ALT + G**
Same as Help->Download Developers package in the main menu

**ALT + SHIFT + G**
Same as Help->Webble Platform on GitHub in the main menu

**ALT + Numpad 7**
Same as Help->Report Bug in the main menu

**ALT + Numpad 5**
Same as Help->About in the main menu

**Mouse Interactions**
The mouse (or the finger on touch screens) is the main Webble interaction tool and it allows you, in the default behavior state, to open the Webble menu by right clicking on it and by double clicking a Webble to select it, drag and drop and move it, and to use Interaction Balls. Webbles may be dragged and dropped anywhere on the Webble World Desktop; if that position is outside the view the user can use the scrollbars of the desktop to find them. If the Ctrl-key is held when releasing a Webble after a drag and drop operation it returns to the original position and ignores the movement.

Webbles may also have many of their own mouse behaviors, for example in the case of the 'Fundamental Webble' it has a mouse over behavior that make the text italic. Many other Webbles may have many other types of mouse interactions.

If a Webble by default cannot be selected (displaying the Interaction Balls) the user can usually fix that by clicking on the Webble with Ctrl key down, if the execution Mode is set to ‘Developer’.

Sometimes info text boxes appear, and have to be interacted with or closed before any further Webble activity may continue. Some info boxes may also close automatically after a certain time, or close when the user moves the mouse.

**Touch Screen Gestures**
As far as it is possible the touch screen tries to mimic mouse clicks by taps, hold and drag, double tap and so forth. Interaction Objects surrounding the Webble can also be managed with finger touch, but might require an additional tap sometime instead of mouse over and mouse leave behavior. Some new gestures have been added though where the mouse operation was too complex or where the operation was purely controlled by keyboard. Those gestures are the following:

**Swipe Down [on the work surface]**
This will open the top main menu if it is closed.
**Swipe Up [on the work surface]**

This will close the top main menu if it is open.

More touch screen specific interactions may be added in the future when such appear useful and/or necessary.

**The Webbles**

Though there are many features in the Webble World platform itself, it is but a drop in the ocean compared to the full impact of all the numerous Webbles that already exist and which still waits to see the light of day. The power of the Webble World lies within the Webbles and they may contain anything a web developer may imagine. And it does not only stop there because it continues with how Webble users chose to combine and use those Webbles in order to create new compound Webble gadgets and Webble applications. And what kind of features and behaviors, looks and anticipated usage those Webbles have is no way to know in advance, you just have to keep coming back to Webble World and be amazed.

**Summary**

This chapter hopefully told you anything and everything you ever wanted to know about Webbles but were too afraid to ask. Feel free to return here whenever your memory fails you on what to do and when.

Also be aware of the fact that individual independent Webbles may have far more features than described in this chapter, and this chapter never had the scope to cover all the thousands and thousands of possible future features that Webble developers will give us. Therefore do not be afraid if a certain Webble does things a bit differently from how you have been taught; just go with the flow and adapt. Flexibility is the key for success in all areas of life.

Congratulations on your newly gained status as a ‘Webbler’. Now it is time to do some serious ‘Webbling’. Enjoy!
Developer's Manual

So you want to be one of those selected few that will contribute to the world of Webbles in a more hard-core way. You want to make and distribute your own Webbles, ready to take on tasks that no other Webble has ever taken on before. You want to help out, and do your share of hard work, to fill the world's collected resources of Webble Repositories. So you want to become a Webble Developer. Well, get on with it then…

This chapter will in detail give you the information you need to be able to develop your own Webble elements, but it will assume that you already are a semi-experienced web developer with full knowledge of HTML5, JavaScript, CSS3 and a basic understanding of AngularJS framework. Even though this chapter will cover most grounds, we also recommend though, in addition to the information found in this manual that you also carefully study the code and the comments found in the template source code files that you will base your development on, to make you a true master Webble developer.

If you are not yet a skilled web programmer in the languages used in this manual, but still wish to become a Webble developer we recommend that you get hold of some good literature and tutorials on the subject and first learn the necessary basic skills. There are MANY books on the subject but we would claim that the main resource for HTML5 and AngularJS understanding can probably be found on the Web, at for example these sites: http://www.w3schools.com/ and http://angularjs.org/

There are no special tool requirements for Webble development. Of course the simplest and most straight forward approach would be to use the built-in Webble World Template editor, but if you want to use some local favorite editor that is completely up to you. We would recommend that you use an editor that supports AngularJS IntelliSense though. But in the end it is all up to you how and where you write your code. The only thing needed for a first time developer is to download the Webble Developers Package and read up on its content, available via the Webble World Platform under Help in the menu.

Let's begin our journey by learning how the Webble World is structured…
**Webble Architecture**

So let’s now find out which pieces of this puzzle that you should be aware of and how you may use them while developing your own Webbles. For further hardcore knowledge in any area, please take a look at the source code and its comments.

**Webble Parts**

A Webble is defined by two separate parts called the Model and the View.

The model is the logical area of a Webble, represented by JavaScript code within AngularJS structured controllers and directives. It has no knowledge of how the Webble looks like or what the View is capable of. A specific instance of a model may be represented by many views. There are four separate files is the Fundamental template provided in the Developers Package that together represent the model from a AngularJS point of view, and that is the controllers.js file, the directives.js, the filters.js and the services.js. More details on each of those files further down. Only the controllers.js is required, while the others are only optional and basically just make sense for advanced Webble with a lot of under-the-hood logic.

The View is the user interface and the visual part of the Webble. It is here all interaction and all visualization of a Webble’s behavior should be stored. The View is represented by the view.html file and the styles.css, these contains no JavaScript at all and its content is clean from caring about what the model do or how it does it, but they are most likely connected the AngularJS way by using scope variables that binds the data in the controllers.js to the displayed values in the HTML. If your Webble needs its own filters, directives and services, tags and attributes to find those may appear in the view.html as well.

If you will be using any online 3rd party libraries, then one more file will be of interest to you; the manifest.json file. It is in there you declare all external and additional files which you need to be included to be loaded. The full URL path is required.

The order of which these files are created or not created does not matter, but the usual approach is probably to begin with the view.html and styles.css, followed by controllers.js. Then work with them in parallel until the Webbles seems finished. The need for directives, filters and services probably appear during the development, and sometimes not at all. Same goes for 3rd party libraries.

**Webble Instantiation**

When a Webble instance is created the first thing that happens is the initialization of the core element. That means creating the Webble Core Properties, which most is found in the Webble Directive and the Webble Core Controller which then will encapsulate the View for the specific Webble and make a call to the initiation function inside the controller for that Webble to create the customized parts that differs this Webble’s template from all others.

In the controller.js you find the creation of all Webble slots. This is also the place where any customizations of menu targets are initiated and Interaction objects are set up, as well as any code to control it all, including slot change reaction. The latter is managed via Webble World internal Event management or using AngularJS watches.
At this stage the Webble is all visible and ready to be interacted with.

**Developing a Webble**

For your convenience there are template versions of all possible files you might want to use in the Webble Dev pack and they all contain one example of how they could be used.

Inside the code and scripts there are a lot of information, explanations, hints and suggestions on what to do when adding your own code.

There are many comments in the existing code to explain what each method is doing and why and quite often also how. So studying the code should be more than sufficient to get a grip on what's going on, and it is not only recommended, it is demanded of you, in order to be able to develop your own Webbles. Many comments and explanations can also be found in the core reference code and readme.txt, so feel free to roam around there as well when you feel the urge to do so.

So now you are ready to begin your development.

**Creating a Webble**

1. Give the Webble Controller (in controllers.js) a suitable name and make sure that is also the name used in the view.html to connect them both.

2. Edit the view.html file to look like you want the finished Webble to look like, with your elements and content. Clean away unused stuff.

3. Edit the styles.css so that it contains the classes and styles you want to use inside your view.html

4. Edit the controller.js and bind values correctly, such as internal properties and slots to the content of the view.html. Configure CSS to slots sections to match your view. Also configure (or remove) the part for custom menu and interaction objects. Edit the initiation function and any other function your Webble will use or need to work properly.

5. If your Webble needs a custom directive, write that in directives.js and attach it to the view.html accordingly, either as a class, element or attribute.

6. If your Webble needs a custom filter, write that in filters.js and attach it to the view.html (and/or controllers.js) accordingly.

7. If your Webble needs a custom service, write that in services.js and call it from the controller, directive or filter accordingly.

8. If any other online code file, library or content is required, link to it properly from where it is called for in the manifest file. 3rd party files uploaded to the Webble folder does not need to be in the manifest file.
9. If you developed in a local editor and are not already online, then login to your Webble World account online and upload all files needed to your sandbox as explained previously in chapter 2 (Figure 24).

10. Load and test your Webble. Both as stand-alone and in combination with others. Look for possible bugs.

11. If bugs or issues are found, go back to your code and edit where you believe it is needed.

12. Repeat 10 – 12 as much as you need until you think your Webble is bug free and amazing.

13. Select the Webble and pick ‘Publish’ from the menu as explained in chapter 2 (Figure 18), edit the data to be informative and helpful and submit.

14. Visit the Webble browser and rate your Webble as it is now online for all to see and share.

**Tips & Tricks & Basic Stuff**

In this section we will present some tips and tricks that we have gathered while building our own Webbles. Solutions that maybe are not obvious at first but definitely do the job. As well as some basic stuff that one should really be aware of when developing Webble Templates.

**Event Listening**

If you need to be informed when certain things happens to your Webble you can set up an event listener. There are two ways to do this. First is the internal Event Manager that listens to Webble specific events as shown below.

```javascript
slotChanged
deleted
duplicated
sharedModelDuplicated
pasted
gotChild
peeled
lostChild
keyDown
loadingWbl
mainMenuExecuted
wblMenuExecuted
```

You register your listener in the Webble using the following function.

```javascript
$scope.registerWWEventListener(eventType, callbackFunc, targetId, targetData;
```

targetId can be undefined and it will then automatically listen to this Webble’s internal events, or one can set it to the instance Id of another Webble, most likely a child to catch events to that one, or set to null to listen for all Webbles having events and then sort out things on your own in the callback function.
targetData is only useful when listening to slot changes. One can then narrow down the firing of the event to happen only for a specified slot by adding the name of the slot as the targetData argument.

When the event fires it will call the registered callback function and return a data package with needed information of what has happened. The content of that package depends on the event.

**slotChanged**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for webble getting slot changed], slotName: [Slot Name], slotValue: [Slot Value], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**deleted**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for webble being deleted], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**duplicated**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for webble being duplicated], copyId: [Instance Id for Webble that is a copy], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**sharedModelDuplicated**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for webble being duplicated], copyId: [Instance Id for Webble that is a copy], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**pasted**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for webble being pasted], parentId: [Instance Id for Webble that is pasted upon], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**gotChild**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for webble getting child], childId: [Instance Id for Webble that was pasted], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**peeled**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for Webble leaving parent], parentId: [Instance Id for Webble that lost its child], timestamp: [when it happened as ms integer]}

**lostChild**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for Webble losing child], childId: [Instance Id for Webble that was peeled away], timestamp: [when it happened as ms integer]}

**keyDown**: `{targetId: null=null, key: {code: [key code], name: [key name], released: [True When Key Released], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**loadingWbl**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for webble that got loaded], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**mainMenuExecuted**: `{targetId: null=null, menuId: [menu sublink id], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

**wblMenuExecuted**: `{targetId: [Instance Id for the Webble executing menu], menuId: [menu item name], timestamp: [a chronological timestamp value]}

One can also use AngularJS $watches, but that is mainly useful for internal value changes.
One important thing to be aware of is that $watches does not fire immediately when a value change but instead, when angular notices it has changed, which can be many cycles later and even after many intermediate value changes. When that is an issue than one should avoid using $watches. The internal event firing is instant and the user is called immediately. But in some cases using $watch is a better approach, for example when the Webble is called a little bit too early, before DOM changes has not yet occurred, then using $watches is more smooth. If you register a slot change listener before adding the slot you will be informed of the initiation value, but not if you register the listener after the add slot call. Also be aware that it is your job to make sure you do no not create an infinite loop of catching triggers, react upon it and by that cause more events to trigger for eternity.

Custom Forms
If you ever need to create and display any custom form window that can easily be done by using the same technique used with the already existing forms for properties, connections and so on. Just study the reference code and readme.txt a little bit and you should be on track within a few minutes. You can also study a sandbox copy of the Soap and Restful Service Client Webble and its ‘Add Parameter’ form. The principle is easy. You create the form in HTML and store it in the view.html file as a "text/ng-template" type. Create a controller for the form and store it in the controller.js file. And then add a trigger for the form to open which makes a call similar to this:

```
$scope.openForm('[FORM-NAME]', {{templateUrl: '[HTML-OBJECT-NAME]', controller: '[FORM-CONTROLLER-NAME]', size: ''}}, {}, [CALLBACK-FUNCTION]);
```

Custom Messages
Likewise, if you need to display some info, then you can use the same code the system uses by just making the proper call with the proper parameters. Once again, just study the reference code and readme.txt.

```
$scope.showQIM(qimText, qimTime, qimSize, qimPos, qimColor);
```

Cool custom JavaScript or AngularJS
So you found this amazing library done by someone and you want to use it in your Webble. Well go ahead, do what you want, just remember to include the needed links and files where they are supposed to be either in the manifest.json file or the actually uploaded to the Webble folder with the rest of the code, and then it will all be fine and dandy.

Naming CSS Classes
If you are a seasoned developer you probably already understands this, but it is still worth mentioning, that all CSS classes loaded into the current web site (including Webble World) shares the same global namespace for that site. So it is important that 3rd party styles are named as uniquely as possible to avoid name collisions. The same goes for Webble World developers. So please try to name your Webble classes in such a way that you minimize the risk that any other currently loaded Webble in your workspace collide in CSS class name. We recommend that you perhaps include your username and your Webble template name in the CSS class name. If collision happens, the last loaded style class will overwrite the previous one which may cause some funny looks.
**Web Services, databases and APIs**
No problem, just include it as usual and call where you should, Webble loves getting connected to the outside world, as long as the outside world loves being connected to.

**What is saved with the Webble?**
When a Webble is saved or published a JSON configuration file is created which contains most important parts of a Webble, but not everything are saved. For example internal non-slot values for a specific Webble are not stored, and if such exists and cannot be recreated in the Webble itself then the developer should store those values in the Webble definition file using the `coreCall_CreateCustomWblDef` function in the Webble controller to add what is needed to be remembered by the Webble.

There are also a set of extra slot metadata, as for example the slots visibility status, which are not being stored either. The idea is instead that such metadata would be set at initiation of the Webble and would not be needed to save away, in order to keep the slot files as small as possible. For dynamic slots it is recommended to use an event listener to catch slots whose ‘metadata’ need to be set properly.

**Summary**
I hope I have shown you all that you will ever need to be able to build your own Webbles now or at least pointed you in the right direction of where all you ever might need and want exist. If not, do not hesitate to contact us at `mkuwahara@meme.hokudai.ac.jp` for questions, comments, requests, ideas or samples of your Webble work.

And with that I wish you the best of luck with your Webble development.

_Micke Kuwahara, Sapporo_
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